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Who didn't find himself with the dilemma to test his site under various Internet browsers?
To test it under IE6, while he has only IE 7? Do I need to install on my PC all the browsers like:
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Opera, Netscape, Safari, …?

The package “Browsers” was designed to answer all those questions. It collects all the main
browsers in versions most used by your visitors, moreover, you can use them starting from an
USB key.

This is the ideal tool for any webmaster or designer of Website.

Composition of the package

- Firefox 1.5.0.7
- Firefox 2.0.0.12
- Firefox 3.0 beta 4
- IE 5.5 sp2
- IE6
- IE 7
- Netscape 7
- Netscape 9.0.0.3
- Opera 8.54
- Opera 9.26
- Safari 3.1

Downloading

You can download the Package “Browsers” on Tutos.XooFoo.org in the heading “Outils”

Installation

- launch the executable one (decompression)
- indicate the destination directory (by defect \browser _v0.3.2) towards your hard drive or USB
key
- then launch the file .bat corresponding to the navigator with whom you wish to test your Web
pages

Caution!!! : You use this package at your risks and dangers. In no case, XooFoo.org or 
Labs.XooFoo.org can be made responsible for any damages caused by the use of the
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softwares contained in the package “Browser”.

I would like to thank "WikiAstuces" for initial work for this package.

See also this french article

http://www.wikistuce.info/doku.php/logiciels/une_panoplie_de_navigateur
http://labs.xoofoo.org/modules/news/article.php?storyid=51
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